Chapter 15. Shannon’s Channel Capacity and BER
Notes on Shannon’s Limit
The SNR Limit.
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Figure 15.1 Noise added to the signal creates amplitude and phase modulation. When the noise peak level exceeds
the signal level, there is a 50/50 error probability. This applies also to phase modulation where the noise creates an
angle that exceeds the modulation angle.
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Figure 15.2
The trigonometric relationship between signal and noise is seen above. A phase modulation angle of +-60 degrees will tolerate
an added noise peak vector maximum of .866 x the signal vectors before the noise created error angle will override the
modulation angle. The phase detector reference is set at 00. The angle created by the noise is: Ф= ARCSIN(1/SNR). When the
angle created by a noise peak exceeds the modulation angle there will be a 50/50 chance of error.
When two level phase modulation is used, the error probability is determined by

Pe = ½ erfc [SNR] ½ The error probability is 50% when SNR =0

( SNR Limit )

Eq. 15.1

SNR = sin2 β (Eb/No) with normal FM and PM, where β is the modulation angle, which applies to Bessel products
only. UNB methods have Fourier sidebands which can be removed and there is no β equivalent. SNR = (Eb/No) for
UNB methods.
Instead, a relationship base only on the level of the signal level and the level of the intereference must be used.
Pe = ½ erfc [z] where z = Vp/1.4EN (Vp = peak signal level and EN = noise RMS)
2
J.C. Bellamy, [ 15.7 ]. (Vp/1.4EN ) = (Eb/No).
+-90 degree phase modulation with an NRZ input is BPSK modulation. The problem with BPSK is that the carrier is
removed and any reference vector obtained will be on one or the other phases. This is ambiguous and the ones and
zeros of the data stream cannot be determine accurately. To correct for this, differential coding is used, which costs
2 dB in SNR. If the time on one phase is greater than the average time on the other, this ambiguity can be overcome
and a deformed baseband waveform can be recovered. This is the reasoning behind the 3PRK, VWDK and WPRK
modes of MSB operation.
Using an angle smaller than +- 90 degrees will also allow the reference to be recovered. The modulation angle
cannot be as large as +- 90 degrees, yet to allow the strongest noise level, it must be somewhere close. At angles of
+- 65 degrees the N/S ratio can be .9 at the cross over point, yet there is adequate carrier to recover a steady
reference.
Proper circuit design for the individual methods will require some compromise.

Shannon:
Shannon’s ‘Channel Capacity’ equation is probably the most often misinterpreted equation in the electronic
world. According to some false interpretations of Shannon’s equation, there are methods that cannot possibly work. However
they are in daily use, and Shannon’s equation properly applied is absolutely applicable and valid.

Most engineers have seen it as:
C
Eq. 15.2
R = W log 2 (1 + ) = W log 2 (1 + SNR )
N
In this equation:
R = Maximum Data rate ( Symbol Rate ).
W = Bw = Nyquist Bandwidth = Samples/Sec = 1/Ts
C = Carrier Power
N = Total Noise Power
If R equals the present data rate and W equals the sampling rate, the equation balances when C/N and SNR = 1 = 0
dB. The Q statistical probability curve ( Fig. 15.3 ) requires a larger SNR to obtain an acceptable bit error rate--- Pe
= ½ erfc [SNR] ½ ---so operation is generally with an SNR of 10 dB or higher. SNR = (Eb/No)
Where most engineers go wrong, is in thinking ‘Bw’ is the Noise Bandwidth of the filter. The filter noise BW ‘Bn’
belongs over in the C/N portion of the equation. See Eqs. 15.2 and 15.4.
Bw here comes from the relationship ‘BwTs = 1’, which is generally used in analysis. ‘Bw’ is also the number of
samples per second. Nyquist’s sampling theorem must not be violated. The information must be sampled once
per symbol, or bit period. Ts is also the filter rise time or envelop group delay, which has been optimized as the best
group delay for a matched filter. All filters have group delay, which is calculated from:
Tg = [∆Φ/ (2π ∆f)] Which is derived from ωt = Φ.
Eq 15.3
For LC or Gaussian filters, this is:
Tg = [ 1/(4∆f)] and Tg = Q/[4IF] IF is the filter center freq.
Obviously, a very narrow [∆f] bandwidth filter has a very large group delay unless ∆Φ = 0.
filter the values are Tg = [ 1/(2∆f)] and Tg = Q/[2IF].

For the ideal

There are no absolute zero group delay filters, only filters that approach zero group delay. The best UNB filters show a group delay close to
one IF cycle.

Nyquists sampling theorem and bandwidth theorem state:
Bandwidth Theorem: “If synchronous impulses, having a symbol rate of fs symbols per second, are applied to
an ideal, linear phase brick wall filter, having a bandwidth B = fs, the response to these impulses can be
observed independently, that is, without inter-symbol interference”. (fs = 1/Ts). ( W is used for B in the
equations below ).
Sampling Theorem: The signal must be sampled at the symbol or bit rate, or at a higher rate. Sampling at a
lower rate loses data so sampling is normally at the symbol or bit rate.
These theorems as applied to the channel capacity equation are generally used in the BTs = 1 relationship: Eb
= Signal Power/Bit Rate. η = Noise Power/NoiseBandwidth Bn.
The Shannon Hartley equation can be expressed in other ways:
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Eq. (15.4) Where Ws = Sampling rate = Nyquist BW ( ideally = symbol rate or BR ) and Wn = Noise BW, which
depends on filtering.
R = Ws log 2 (1 +

As long as the BR/W (Bit Rate/ Sample Rate) relationship is 1/1, the equation is totally dependent upon

Eb

η

=

SNR in a two level system- as in the end equation above. It is essential that the term Ws = Sampling Rate ( SR ) in
order to comply with the Nyquist bandwidth theorem, and not some arbitrary bandwidth, such as a filter noise
bandwidth Bn. Optimally, the Sampling Rate = Symbol Rate. It can be a fatal error to use any bandwidth other than
the Nyquist bandwidth as Ws.
The equations do not say that C/N cannot be altered by various means. Eb can be obtained for a single cycle, or the
power level can be increased by extending the sampling period to become Esτ ( a symbol period ) and noise power
can be altered by changing the noise filter bandwidth.
The equation then becomes:
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Eq. 15.4a

The ultra narrow band methods operate on a cycle by cycle basis where Eb is the signal energy in one cycle and η is
the noise energy in one cycle. BR/W is maintained at 1/1, but BR in this case is equal to the IF and is not the data
rate, which is much lower. The noise bandwidth of a symbol is much smaller than the sampling rate implies.
Most other methods operate on a symbol basis where τ = 1 bit period, or symbol period. It is not necessary that η
have the same period. The statistical nature of noise does not specify the noise level is the same throughout the
symbol period. Correlation enables the noise to be averaged over the symbol period, thereby reducing the level from
peak to average and thus improving SNR.
When the noise bandwidth of the filter is less than the bandwidth required for the data bandwidth, a correlation
effect takes place that improves SNR. This is observed in UNB and in any other method where the noise filter
bandwidth can be reduced. Integration, which takes place in correlation, narrows the effective bandwidth of the
noise. See Chapter 4.
Thus a narrow band filter having a bandwidth narrower than the Nyquist bandwidth integrates the noise with a
correlative effect. The equivalent RC integrator time is Tg as calculated in Eq. 15.3.
Shannon’s Limit as expressed by Schwartz (1) is:
"The system channel capacity is obtained by multiplying the number of samples per second ( 1/Ts ) by the
information per sample." ( Schwartz, [15.4] pp 324 and equation
6-134 ). The present paper does not deviate from this statement. As noted above BTs = 1.
Interpretation Caution: The above statement was devised by later authors and may seem to differ from
Shannon’s original equations in ‘Theorems 17, 18 and Part 25’. Actually it does not. Reference (15.1). The
Shannon Hartley equations have been expressed in many different ways.
In a correlative system, Ts is the filter rise time or envelop group delay, which has been optimized as the best
envelop group delay time for a matched filter.
The Term ‘Bandwidth efficiency’ is expressed as (Bit Rate)/(Data Bandwidth), or ( Bit Rate)/(Sampling Rate). Thus
E
QAM may have a a bandwidth efficiency of 10/1, but it requires a much larger b for the same channel capacity.

η

In the above equations, (Bit Rate)/(Sample Rate) = bandwidth efficiency, which is applied in inverted form. In a 2
E
level system the two are optimally equal. The greater the bandwidth efficiency, the greater the b required.

η

Incorrectly interpreted, UNB would require

Eb

η

to be nearly infinite. Correctly interpreted for analysis purposes, the

bit rate = sample rate and the BW efficiency according to this definition is 1/1. ( Equation 15.4 – right end ).

Measuring BER and Verifying Shannon's Limit.
In order to obtain a level playing field for the comparison of digital modulation methods, engineers have adopted the Eb/No
standard. That is - bit energy divided by the noise power.

The bit energy Eb is = (Signal Power)/(Data rate) ** [ Power perSymbol]
( Becomes power per cycle )
The noise power per Hz of bandwidth ( No , or η) is = (Noise Power)/(Noise Filter Bandwidth(Hz)) [ = Noise
power per cycle ].
Total noise power is No Bn
Unlike a constant interfering signal, the noise level is random and will have peak levels. Errors are caused when the peak level
exceeds the signal level. ( Fig. 15.1). The random or statistical peak level for noise is given by the Q probability factor, which
as plotted becomes the Q curve.
( Fig. 15.3 ). Because the level is not constant over time, the noise can be integrated to obtain an average power that is
lower than the peak power. ( Correlation ).
** Traditionally this is "Energy per Transmitted Symbol", where the sample is for 1 symbol period. When using MSB
modulation, this changes to "Energy per cycle, or energy per sample", since the zero group delay filter and synchronous
detector sample at the IF frequency and not at the symbol rate. The noise BW is much smaller than the Nyquist BW when
using near zero group delay filters. If the bit rate is assumed to be equal to the intermediate frequency instead of the actual bit
rate, theoretically the sampling on each cycle could determine a new bit difference each IF sampled cycle. This difference is
noted by Sklar [15.3] in Ch. 9.
The following relationship applies for VMSK and MSB.

SignalPower
Eb
BitRate
=
NoisePower
η
FilterBW

Signal Power/Noise Power = C/N

Eq.15.5.
Bit Rate and Nyquist Filter BW are the same for zero group delay filters
The energy per bit ( that is for one cycle ) then becomes: (signal power)/(bit rate) = IF and noise power is per IF
cycle. ( Eb) / (No) = C/N from Equations 15.2 and 15.4.
In this case the bit rate is the same as the Intermediate Frequency and the power for both signal and noise is per
cycle. The channel capacity equation becomes:

⎡ E ⎤
⎡ C⎤
Eq.15.2
R = Bw Log 2 ⎢1 + ⎥ and R = Bw Log 2 ⎢1 + b ⎥
⎣ N⎦
⎣ No ⎦
Shannon's Limit is zero dB because N cannot exceed C. ( Fig. 15.1 )
ADDED QUOTES:
As τ decreases, the bandwidth of the conventional, or Nyquist, filter increases. As conventionally optimized,
1/τ = number of samples per second = B (Schwartz- [2] pp324 and equation 6-134), but in general terms τ is
also equal to the filter rise time
( Schwartz, pp 79 ), and conventionally 1/τ is the number of transmissions per second (which equals the
repetition rate, or bit rate) by Proakis and Saleh [ 3 ]

( pp736). Bandwidth, sample rate and rise time are held in a fixed relationship in conventional analysis, ( BT
= 1 ) using Ideal filters, Nyquist filters and Gaussian filters.
"The system channel capacity is obtained by multiplying the number of samples per second ( 1/Ts ) by
the information per sample." ( Schwartz, [2] pp 324 and equation 6-134 ). This is merely a repetition from
the original Shannon equation as stated in Eq. 15.4.
B = 1/T

B = Samples per second.

Eq. 15.6

The use of the Noise BW 'Bn' instead of the sampling rate, or Nyquist BW
Bw , in the channel capacity equation can be shown to be an absurdity.
R
C
= log 2 (1 + ) = log 2 (1 + SNR)
Wn
N
As we increase the noise BW = Wn we decrease the SNR level needed. Carried to the extreme this would mean we
could use an infinite noise BW and SNR could shrink to almost nothing.
As another example, consider the case of 1024 QAM modulation. ( 10 bits per symbol ).
For 10 bits per symbol, (R/W) = 10, Nyquist Bw = W = 1, and (BR) = 10, then:
R /W = 10 = log 2 { 1+ (10) Eb / N0 } = log 2 { 1+ SNR }
An increase in Eb / N0 ( η) is required to maintain R.
When Eb / N0 = 100 (or 20dB), the equation balances to result in Shannon's Limit for 1024 QAM. This is the
expected and widely published result.
Still considering 1024 QAM, double the receiver noise bandwidth Bn and use it as W
( cutting the C/N in half ), while improperly halving the value of Bw = sampling rate = W ) so that the bits/symbol
= 5 = ( BR/W),. then:
5 = log 2 { 1+ SNR }
Eq. 15.7
5 = log 2{ 1+ SNR } requires much less SNR than 10 = log 2{ 1+ SNR }to balance the equation.
This implies that broadening the filter’s noise bandwidth improves the transmission system. This is obviously
incorrect. If it were correct, engineers wouldn't try so hard to obtain narrow band filters, they would merely use
broader and broader filters until the SNR became insignificantly small.
The mistake is in changing the Nyquist Bw = W to equal Bn so that 5 bits per symbol is implied, or that the data
can be sampled once every other bit, which is a violation of the sampling theorem.
If, however, BR/W = Bits / Symbol = Bandwidth Efficiency, while the noise BW is doubled, then the relationship
is:
10 = log 2 { 1+ SNR/2}

Eq. 15.8

Now, Eb / N0 must = 200, and Shannon's Limit is 23 dB. This is the correct answer. Neither the bits/symbol, nor the
(bit rate)/(sample rate) have been changed, but there is twice as much noise bandwidth Bn in the C/N = SNR part.
The sampling rate Bw was maintained at the Nyquist bandwidth = Symbol rate = 1/Ts.
In this book, the ‘Bit Rate bandwidth = 1/Ts’, has been used as the Nyquist Bandwidth, as in Eq. 15.4. This is the RF
bandwidth and not the baseband bandwidth which is half as wide.

Note on Eq. 15.1: From Bellamy [15.7]
Quote: Referring to “some communications theorists”:
“Since pre-detection SNRs are measured prior to band limiting the noise, a noise bandwidth must be hypothesized to
establish a finite noise power. Commonly, a bit rate bandwidth 1/Ts, or a Nyquist baseband bandwidth 1/2Ts, is
specified. The latter specification produces----.
SNR = 2(Eb / N0), where SNR is measured at the detector. It is called “post detection SNR” because it is at
the output of the signal processing circuitry”. ( Bellamy [15.7] Eq. C34 ).
½

Equation 15.1 becomes: Pe = ½ erfc [2Eb/No]
Eq 15.9
This alters the curves in Fig. 15.3 by 3 dB. ( a factor of 1.4 in the Es/No ).

Measurements using either VMSK or MSB show this post detection value to be valid. A 10-6
BER when Q = 2.23 instead of 3.28 is measured using RMS values for both E an N as shown
in Fig. 15.3. See Fig. 14.3.
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Figure 15.3. The approximate Q values plotted for Signal Es and Noise.
Note the convergence of Q probability toward zero for a 50% BER, whereas SNR would
converge to 1.0.
Q = .477 for 50% BER.
The bit error rate for Ultra Narrow band modulation follows the Q probability curve. If the volage
measurements are Es peak and the noise is RMS, use the upper curve, which is the Q plot. If both are RMS,
as would be obtained from a true RMS meter, use the center curve. For post detection measurements, the E/N
is .7 that for pre -detection, use the lower curve. ( Eq. 15.9 ).

It makes little or no difference what the correction factor for Q is to obtain a BER above
Shannon’s Limit. Shannon’s Limit is still E/N = 1, or 0 dB SNR. ( Equations 15.1 and 15.9 ).
Other relationships are:
Pe = ½ erfc [SNR] ½ = ½ erfc [Es/No] ½
These are power ratios.

⎡ A⎤ 1
⎡ A⎤
Pe = Q ⎢ ⎥ = erfc ⎢ ⎥ = Probability of Error (BER )
⎣σ ⎦ 2
⎣N ⎦
A = V signal voltage peak, σ = RMS noise voltage, N = peak noise voltage.
Note the correction for Peak or RMS above.( 2Eb/No not included ).
1⎡
⎛ z ⎞⎤ 1
⎛ z ⎞
= erfc ⎜
Q( z ) = ⎢1 − erfc ⎜
⎥
⎟
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2⎣
⎝ 2 ⎠⎦ 2
⎝ 2⎠

erfc( z ) = 2Q

(

erf ( z ) = 1 − 2Q

2z

(

)

2z

)

z = A = peak signal voltage/RMS noise. Noise is assumed to be RMS., which becomes N = peak noise when
multiplied by 1.4.
Q is the Gaussian probability density function. erf is the error function. erfc is the complimentary error function..
The erfc curve is plotted in dB in Fig. 14.3 and numerically as the center curve in 15.3.
The error probability is 50/50 when E peak = noise peak. See Fig. 15.1.
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